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The principles of market psychology underlie every technical indicator, so a good understanding of crowd behavior is crucial to your comprehension of the fundamentals of certain technical indicators. The psychology of the market is hard to predict, but several trusted indicators make it easier for traders and investors to better estimate directional
changes based on shifting sentiment. Here, we look at several technical indicators that are driven by the psychology of the market. Select technical indicators are used by market participants to better understand market psychology and behavior.This is because price and volume action can be thought of as a history of changes and shifts in sentiment
such as fear and greed.Here, we look at how market psychology informs several such indicators including the MACD, ADX, RoC, and Williams %R. The moving average convergence divergence (MACD) is simply a tool that measures shifts in consensus from bullishness to bearishness, and vice versa. Extending the basic MACD to a deeper level, we
find the MACD-histogram, which is actually a tool for determining the difference between long-term and short-term consensus of value. The measure tracks the difference between the fast MACD line (short-term consensus) and the slow signal line (longer-term consensus). The directional system was developed by J. Welles Wilder, Jr., as a means of
identifying trends that are strong enough to be valid and useful indicators for traders. Directional lines are constructed to determine whether trends are bullish or bearish: When a positive directional line is above the negative line, bullish traders possess greater strength (and a bullish signal is given). The opposite situation indicates bearishness.
More telling is the average directional indicator (ADX), which rises when the spread between the positive and negative lines increases. When the ADX rises, profitable investments are getting ever stronger, and losers are getting weaker; furthermore, the trend is likely to continue. Momentum indicators measure changes in mass optimism or
pessimism by comparing today's consensus of value (price) to an earlier consensus of value. Momentum and RoC are specific measures against which actual prices are compared: When prices rise but momentum or rate of change falls, a top is likely near. If prices reach a new high but momentum or RoC reach a lower top, a sell signal is realized.
These rules also apply in the opposite situation, when prices fall or new lows are reached. The smoothed rate of change compares today's exponential moving average (average consensus) to the average consensus of some point in the past. The smoothed rate of change is simply an enhanced version of the RoC momentum indicator—it is intended to
alleviate the RoC's potential for errors in determining the market's attitude of bullishness or bearishness. Wm%R, a measure focusing on closing prices, compares each day's closing price with a recent consensus range of value (range of closing prices). If on a particular day, bulls are able to push the market to the top of its recent range, Wm%R issues
a bullish signal, and a bearish signal is issued if bears can push the market to the bottom of its range. Similar to Wm%R, stochastics measure closing prices against a range. If bulls push prices up during the day but cannot achieve a close near the top of the range, stochastic turns down, and a sell signal is issued. The same also holds true if bears
push prices down but cannot achieve a close near the low, in which case a buy signal is issued. RSI also measures market psychology in a fundamentally similar way to that of Wm%R. RSI is almost always measured with a computer, typically over a seven- or nine-day range, producing a numerical result between 0 and 100 that points to oversold or
overbought situations; the RSI, therefore, gives a bullish or bearish signal, respectively. The total volume of shares traded is an excellent way in which to ascertain the psychology of the market. Volume is actually a measure of investors' emotional state: While a burst of volume will cause sudden pain to poorly-timed investments and immediate elation
for those who made wise investments, low volume will likely not result in a significant emotional response. The longest-lasting trends generally occur when emotion is the lowest. When volume is moderate and both shorts and longs do not experience the roller coaster ride of emotion, the trend can reasonably be expected to continue until the emotion
of the market changes. In a longer-term trend such as this, small price changes either up or down do not precipitate much emotion, and even a series of small changes occurring day after day (enough to create a major, gradual trend) will generally not generate severe emotional reactions. In the case of short selling, a market rally may serve to flush
out those individuals holding short positions, causing them to cover and subsequently push the market higher. The same principle holds true on the flip side: when the longs give up and bailout, the decline pulls more poorly timed investments with it. At the most fundamental level of market volume, both short and long investors who lose money, who
collectively exit their positions, are the primary drivers behind significant volume trends. Technical analysis looks at price charts to find patterns that indicate trends and reversals. Technicians believe that these patterns are the result of market psychology. A price chart, then, can be thought of as a graphical representation of emotions such as fear,
greed, optimism and pessimism, and human behavior, such as herd instinct. Price charts illustrate how market participants react to future expectations. The moving average convergence divergence (MACD) demonstrates the shift in consensus between bullishness and bearishness. The directional system uses directional lines to indicate whether
trends are bullish or bearish, including the average directional indicator (ADX). Momentum and the Rate of Change (RoC) demonstrate sentiment and the likelihood of tops or bottoms forming by looking at current price levels versus an earlier consensus of price. The smoothed rate of change looks at the current average consensus versus the
consensus of a previous point. Williams %R assesses closing prices versus a recent range of closing prices; stochastics look at closing prices versus a range; the relative strength index (RSI) looks at prices over a seven- or nine-day range. The total volume of shares speaks to the so-called conviction and emotional state of traders, with moderate volume
often correlated to less volatility and higher volume often tied to greater volatility. Volume also helps confirm the legitimacy of a trend and identify support and resistance levels. For instance, if a price has fallen to a resistance level and volume increases without much price movement, it can indicate consolidation, often interpreted as market
indecisiveness. Behavioural Technical Analysis: An introduction to behavioural finance and its role in technical analysis By Paul V. Azzopardi Trading is driven by cognitive and emotional factors that more often than not conspire against us. Anyone who plays the market knows that expectations are one thing and reality is another. The divergence of
course is the difference between winning and losing. Those who cannot accept this truth pay a heavy price. But the field of behavioral finance remains a mystery for many novice and intermediate traders. The fact is, the field itself is just starting to gain a wide following in the mainstream investing universe. Perhaps it was the financial meltdown of
2008, or the pervasive media coverage that ensued that made behavioral finance a popular subject, but whatever the reason, having a good foundation requires an excellent guide. And that's precisely what Paul Azzopardi has achieved with this book. "Behavioral Technical Analysis" is a wonderful introduction to the subject of behavioral finance and
its role in technical analysis. Azzopardi has done a great job outlining the key concepts into six main topics, among them complexity, humans perception, risk aversion, crowd behavior, and gender. Furthermore, the book is filled with entertaining and practical case studies that make the concepts easy to understand. You don't really need a strong
foundation in finance to get something out of this book and that's its strength. Even Soros's theory of reflexivity is explained with such clarity and elegance that you wonder why there is so much misconception and misunderstanding around it. If you want to become a better trader and a student of behavioral finance I highly recommend this book. It's
a superb introductory guide. View article on source website Learn how to gain an edge with applied Behavioral Finance, using a blend of market & mind strategies in our new VUCA world. Post pandemic, the V-shape recovery is proving to be a rollercoaster ride for market participants. YTD “irrational exuberance” is strong, with the FOMO (fear of
missing out) bias hitting record extremes. Now is a great opportunity to reassess your market & mind performance by attending our CFA course. Investor behavioural biases are amplified by an ongoing disruptive and fast changing market environment. Latest research shows that investors can use behavioural finance strategies to improve their
bottom-line equity performance, apply more diligent risk management, behavioural bias optimization and build a systematic trading process. The problem is that most of these investors are not fully aware of their behavioural patterns. This is also because they work on a subconscious supercomputer level. Ron William, CFTe, NLP, of IntensiChi, will
teach you how to overcome costly human errors, in order to become the best version of yourself and “be in the zone”, either for your own trading portfolio or client/business management. This interactive presentation will include latest research and techniques within the area of Peak Performance, Neuroscience and Mindfulness/Stress Response
Management (SRM). Risk Assessment Profiling will also be included based on a combination of psychometric tests and Behavioural Portfolio Analysis and Scenario Planning/Decision Science. This will be supported by a wide range of market and trader specific case studies, including a review of top behavioural biases, such as herding, overconfidence
and loss aversion. All supported with practical mitigation and optimisation strategies. Performance coaching sessions will also be offered to help achieve personal andprofessional goals, while also developing resilient strategies in a disruptive UVA world; as effective leaders, teams and risk-takers. Improve your bottom-line equity performance, apply
more diligent risk management, behavioural bias optimisation and build a systematic trading process. Gain deeper understanding of Behavioral Finance and Technical Analysis principles, to design better investment solutions and help clients make better investing decisions. How Behavioral Finance bias affects HNW clients, including herding,
overconfidence and loss aversion. All supported with practical mitigation and optimisation strategies. CIOs Portfolio Managers Private Bankers, Wealth Managers and Relationship Managers Traders & Investors Hedge Fund managers Client Advisors Analysts – Investment Banks/Asset Managers/ Family Offices/ Hedge Funds Risk managers Cross
Asset Professionals (e.g. FX, Fixed Income, Commodities and Equities) Mr. Market & the Nature-Nurture Signature How Trading Psychology Awareness can Improve your Performance? Overcoming Trading Mistakes Resillience & Stress Response Maangement Gaining an Edge with Market Timing Risk Management in Volatile Markets Successful
Market and Mind Strategy The “Lollapalooza” Effect Download the CFA Behavioural Finance Education Booklet Professional Learning Credits (CFA Institute) 14 PL hours
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